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There are solutions to the climate crisis. What 
people and the planet need is a just and sustain-
able transition of our societies to a form that will 
ensure the rights of life and dignity of all peoples 
and deliver a more fertile planet and more fulfilling 
lives to future generations. 

We, participating peoples, communities, and all or-
ganizations at the Klimaforum09 in Copenhagen, 
call upon every person, organization, government, 
and institution, including the United Nations 
(UN), to contribute to this necessary transition. It 
will be a challenging task. The crisis of today has 
economic, social, environmental, geopolitical, and 
ideological aspects interacting with and reinforc-
ing each other as well as the climate crisis. For this 
reason, we call for urgent climate action: 

* A complete abandonment of fossil fuels 
within the next 30 years, which must include 
specific milestones for every 5-year period.  
We demand an immediate cut in GHG of indus-
trialized countries of at least 40% compared to 
1990 levels by 2020.

* Recognition, payment and compensation of 
climate debt for the overconsumption of 
atmospheric space and adverse effects of  
climate change on all affected groups and   
people.

* A rejection of purely market-oriented and 
technology-centred false and dangerous solu-
tions such as nuclear energy, agro-fuels, carbon 
capture and storage, Clean Development Mech-
anisms, biochar, genetically “climate-readied” 
crops, geo-engineering, and reducing emissions 
from deforestation and forest degradation  
(REDD), which deepens social and environmen-
tal conflicts.

* Real solutions to climate crisis based on safe, 
clean, renewable, and sustainable use of natural 
resources, as well as transitions to food, energy, 
land, and water sovereignty.

Therefore, we demand that COP15 reach an agree-
ment that will initiate the restoration of the envi-
ronmental, social, and economic balance of planet 
Earth by means that are environmentally, socially, 
and economically sustainable and equitable, and 
finally come up with a legally binding treaty. 

The adverse impacts of human-induced climate 
change cause gross violations of human rights. All 
nations have an obligation to cooperate interna-
tionally to ensure respect for human rights every-
where in the world in accordance with the Charter 
of the United Nations. Any specific agreement 
on climate change must be seen in the broader 
context of achieving a sustainable transition of 
our societies.  

We, participating peoples and organisations at 
Klimaforum09, commit to continue our full and 
active engagement in promoting such a transition, 
which will require a fundamental change in social, 
political, and economic structures and a rectifi-
cation of gender, class, race, generational, and 
ethnic inequalities and injustices.

This requires a restoration of the democratic 
sovereignty of our local communities and of their 
role as a basic social, political, and economic unit. 
Local and democratic ownership of, control over, 
and access to natural resources will be the basis 
for meaningful and sustainable development of 
communities and simultaneously for reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. There is also a need 
for stronger regional and international coopera-
tive arrangements to manage common and shared 
resources, as well as for a stronger and democratic 
UN.  

We call upon every concerned person, social 
movement, and cultural, political or economic 
organisation to join us in building a strong global 
movement of movements, which can bring for-
ward peoples’ visions and demands at every level 
of society. Together, we can make global transi-
tions to sustainable futures.

SUMMARY 
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1. Preamble 
There are solutions to the climate crisis. What 
people and the planet need is a just and sustain-
able transition of our societies to a form that will 
ensure the rights of life and dignity of all people 
and deliver a more fertile planet and more fulfill-
ing lives to present and future generations. This 
transition must be based on principles of solidar-
ity – especially on behalf of the most vulnerable 
– non-discrimination, gender equality, equity, and 
sustainability, acknowledging that we are part of 
nature, which we love and respect. To address the 
climate crisis, however, awareness creation and 
determined actions adhering to a rights-based 
framework are required. All nations have an ob-
ligation to cooperate internationally to ensure 
respect for human rights everywhere in the world, 
in accordance with the Charter of the United Na-
tions.  

We, participating peoples, communities, and all or-
ganizations at the Klimaforum09 in Copenhagen, 
call upon every person, organization, government, 
and institution, including the United Nations (UN), 
to contribute to this necessary transition. It will be 
a challenging task. The crisis of today has econom-
ic, social, environmental, geopolitical, and ideo-
logical aspects interacting with and reinforcing 
each other as well as the climate crisis. This very 
moment of conjunction of crises – climate, energy, 
financial, food, and water crises, among others –, 
urges us to unite and transform the dominant so-
cial and economic system as well as global gover-
nance, which currently block necessary solutions 
to the climate crisis. For this reason, a movement 
from below is called upon to act now. 

Environmental and climate debts must be paid. No 
false, dangerous, or short-term solutions should 
be promoted and adopted, such as nuclear power, 
agro-fuels, offsetting, carbon capture and stor-
age (CCS), biochar, geo-engineering, and carbon 
trading. Instead, we should implement a truly 
sustainable transition built on clean, safe, and 
renewable resources as well as energy conserva-
tion. We welcome alliances across social move-
ments and sectors, representing all ages, genders, 
ethnicities, faiths, communities, and nationalities. 
We want to take the future into our own hands by 
building a strong and popular movement of youth, 
women, men, workers, peasants, fisher folks, in-
digenous peoples, people of colour, and urban and 
rural social groups; a movement that  is able to act 
at all levels of society to deal with environmental 
degradation and climate change. We call for a new 
international economic order and support a strong 
and democratic UN as opposed to G8, G20 or other 
closed groups of powerful countries.  

2. The challenge as 
we see it: 
The concentration of greenhouse gasses (GHGs) 
in the atmosphere is already so high that the 
climate system has been brought out of balance. 
The CO2 concentration and global temperatures 
have increased more rapidly in the last 50 years 
than ever before on Earth, and will rise even faster 
in the coming decades. This adds to a multitude of 
other serious ecological imbalances, the impacts 
of which threaten the lives and livelihoods of the 
people of the world, most acutely, impoverished 
people and other vulnerable groups. 

The imbalance of the climate system leads to 
greater and more frequent extremes of heat and 
rainfall patterns, tropical cyclones, hurricanes and 
typhoons, extreme flooding and droughts, loss of 
biodiversity, landslides, rising sea levels, short-
age of drinking water, shorter growing seasons, 
lower yields, lost or deteriorated agricultural land, 
decreased agricultural production, losses of live-
stock, extinction of ecosystems, and diminished 
fish stocks, among others. These phenomena re-
sult in food crises, famine, illness, death, displace-
ment, and the extinction of sustainable ways of 
life. Interacting with this is the introduction of ge-
netically modified organisms (GMOs), monoculture 



farming, and industrialized agriculture, all strongly 
promoted by corporations. These seriously threat-
en the stability and diversity of ecosystems, mar-
ginalize and impoverish small-scale farmers, and 
undermine food sovereignty. Corporate-controlled 
agriculture is geared to meet an inflated global de-
mand generated by over-consumption especially 
in the North, rather than for local basic needs. The 
same can be said about modern industrial fisher-
ies, intensive forestry and mining, which destroy 
ecosystems, diminish biodiversity and destroy the 
life and livelihoods of local communities.  

These effects of climate change together with 
growing social inequalities and severe impacts on 
our common environment are already devastat-
ing the lives of millions of people as well as their 
local communities. However, we – the people – are 
not prepared to accept this fact as our fate. That 
is why there are fast growing popular movements 
determined to defend their livelihoods and stand 
up against those forces and causes that have led 
us onto this ultimately suicidal route of environ-
mental destruction.

In Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Oceania and South 
and Central America, as well as the periphery of 
North America and Europe, popular movements 
are rising to confront the exploitation of their land 
by foreign interests, and to regain control over 
their own resources. A new type of activism has 
revitalized the environmental movements, leading 
to a wide variety of protests and actions against 
mining, dams, deforestation, coal-fired power 
plants, air travel, and the building of new roads, 
among others. There is a growing awareness 
about the need to change the present economic 
paradigm in a very fundamental way. Among vari-
ous movements, alternative ways of life are pro-
liferating. At the same time it is becoming evident 
to the public that the present holders of power 
are unwilling to face and deal with the threats of 
climate change and environmental degradation. 
The so-called strategy of “green growth” or “sus-
tainable growth” has turned out to be an excuse 
for pursuing the same basic model of economic 
development that is one of the root causes of en-
vironmental destruction and the climate crisis. 

3. The causes as we 
see them: 
The immediate and primary cause of human-
induced climate change is an unprecedented 
emission of greenhouse gasses (GHGs) into the 
atmosphere originating from the increasing burn-
ing of fossil fuels for industrial, commercial, trans-
portation and military purposes, to mention a few 
but significant sources. Other important drivers of 
climate change are forest degradation – excluding 
indigenous people’s sustainable practice of shift-
ing cultivations – deforestation, extractive indus-
tries, disturbance of the water cycle, expansion of 
industrial agriculture areas through land grabbing, 
increased industrial meat-production, and other 
types of unsustainable use of natural resources. 

Uneven control and ownership over  
resources

These immediate causes are the results of an 
unsustainable global economic system built on 
unequal access to and control over the planet’s 
limited resources and the benefits that accrue 
from their use. This system is premised on the 
appropriation of local, national, and planetary 
commons by local and global elites. What has been 
praised as great strides in technology, production, 
and human progress has in fact precipitated global 
ecological and development disasters. Still, a privi-
leged global elite engages in reckless profit-driven 
production and grossly excessive consumption 
while a very large proportion of humanity is mired 
in poverty with mere survival-and-subsistence 
consumption, or even less.  This is the situation 
not only in countries of the South but also in the 
North. The world’s largest transnational corpora-
tions (TNCs), based mainly in the northern coun-
tries and tax-havens, but with expanding opera-
tions, have long been at the forefront of these 
excesses.  

The competition among global corporations and 
rich nations for resources and greater market 
shares, as well as trade agreements and treaties, 
have led to a neo-colonial suppression of southern 
peoples, denying them rightful ownership and 
control of their resources. The World Trade Orga-
nization (WTO) and international financial insti-
tutions, as well as the European Union (EU) and 
United States (US), using bilateral trade agree-



ments, are increasing the privatization and com-
moditization of public resources, intensifying the 
plunder of natural resources of underdeveloped 
countries, and imposing conditions that increase 
their dependence.  

Prevailing patterns of thought and  
alternatives

The development model promoted by these insti-
tutions is not only a question of “economics.” The 
prevailing economic paradigm is strongly related to 
a system of thought that is based on an imagina-
tion conception of the human being as “economic 
man.”  This ideology is reinforced by corporate 
media and marketing firms that promote egoism, 
competition, material consumption, and boundless 
accumulation of private wealth in utter disregard 
of the social and ecological consequences of such 
behaviour. This system of thought is intimately 
intertwined with patterns of patriarchy and pater-
nalism. 

If we really want to address this crisis, we need to 
recognize that the human species is part of both 
nature and society and cannot exist without ei-
ther. Therefore if humanity is to survive, we need 
to respect the integrity of Mother Earth and strive 
for harmony with nature and for peace within and 
between cultures. We are at once citizens of dif-
ferent nations and of one world. Everyone shares 
responsibility for the present and future well-be-
ing of the human family and the larger living world. 
The spirit of human solidarity and kinship with all 
life is strengthened when we live according to the 
principle of “One among many.” 

4. A just and sustain-
able transition 
It is clear that solving the climate crisis requires 
far-reaching transformations, which are currently 
excluded from the agenda of policy-makers in gov-
ernments and multilateral institutions. People are 
calling for system change, not “business-as-usual” 
and the uncritical use of technology and market 
fixes to which powerful interests have confined 
the climate agenda.   

People’s movements embrace a number of alter-
native visions for society and concrete steps that 

must be taken in order to move towards a sustain-
able future while addressing the climate, water, 
food, and economic crises at the same time. Such 
a sustainable transition will begin by many dif-
ferent initiatives. Some of these steps towards 
sustainable transition are: 

* Food sovereignty and ecological agricul-
ture: Uphold the rights of people, communi-
ties, and countries to determine their own 
systems of production, including farming, 
fishing, food, forestry, and land policies that are 
ecologically, socially, economically, and cultur-
ally appropriate to the circumstances. People’s, 
especially women’s access to and control over 
productive resources such as land, seeds, and 
water must be respected and guaranteed. 
Agricultural production must rely principally on 
local knowledge, appropriate technology, and 
ecologically sustainable techniques that bind 
CO2 in the diverse and native plant systems, 
bind water, and return more nutrients to the 
soil than were taken out. Food and agricultural 
production must be primarily geared towards 
meeting local needs, encourage self-sufficien-
cy, promote local employment, and minimize 
resource use, waste and GHG emissions in the 
process.

* Democratic ownership and control of 
economy: The reorganization of society’s pro-
ductive units around more democratic forms of 
ownership and management, in order to meet 
people’s basic needs, such as employment 
creation; access to water, housing, land, health 
care, and education; food sovereignty; and 
ecological sustainability.  Public policy must 
make sure that the financial system serves 
public interests and channel resources for the 
sustainable transformation of industry, agricul-
ture, and services.

* Energy sovereignty: A dramatic reduction of 
energy consumption especially in the enriched 
countries, combined with a mix of renewable 
and public energy sources such as solar, wind, 
geothermal, mini-hydro, wave, and tidal; the 
development of off-the-grid electricity distri-
bution to secure energy supplies to communi-
ties; and public ownership of the grid.

* Ecological planning of urban and rural 
zones: The aim is a radical reduction in the 
inputs of energy and resources and the out-



puts of waste and pollution, while encourag-
ing locally based supply of basic needs of the 
citizens. An urban and rural planning built on 
social justice and equal service to all, reducing 
the need for transport. Promoting public trans-
port systems such as light and high-speed 
rail-systems and bicycles, reducing the need 
for private motor vehicles and thus decongest-
ing the roads, improving health and reducing 
energy consumption.

* Education, science and cultural institu-
tions: Re-orientate public research and edu-
cation to meet the needs of people and the 
environment, rather than the present bias for 
developing commercially profitable and propri-
etary technologies. Research and development 
should be primarily an open and collaborative 
endeavour in the common interest of human-
kind. Eliminate patents on ideas and technol-
ogy.  Fair and just exchange of appropriate 
technologies, traditional knowledge, and indig-
enous innovative practices and ideas between 
countries should be encouraged.

* An end to militarism and wars: The present 
fossil fuel based development model leads to 
violence, war, and military conflict over con-
trol of energy, land, water, and other natural 
resources. This is demonstrated by the US-led 
invasion and occupation of Iraq and Afghani-
stan, as well as militarization across the globe 
in regions rich in fossil fuels and other natural 
resources. Peasants and indigenous commu-
nities are also being violently displaced from 
their lands to make way for agrofuel planta-
tions. Trillions of dollars are spent on the 
military-industrial complex, thus wasting enor-
mous material and human resources, which 
should instead be devoted to implementing a 
sustainable transition.

By taking steps forward, we can learn by doing. 
These steps will help us to convince the broad ma-
jority of people that a sustainable transition en-
tails the promise of a more fulfilling and good life. 
The social, political, economic, and environmental 
fields are closely interrelated. A coherent strategy 
must therefore address them all, which indeed is 
the central idea behind the concept of sustainable 
transition.  

One aspect of this concept is the restoration of lo-
cal communities rather than the global market as 

a basic social, political, and economic unit. Social 
cohesion, democratic participation, economic ac-
countability, and ecological responsibility can only 
be accomplished by restoring decision-making at 
the lowest appropriate level. This is a basic lesson 
we have learned from ethnic cultures and local 
communities. 

A community-based approach does not, however, 
contradict the need for extensive international 
cooperation. On the contrary, it will need stronger 
alliances within and across all borders between di-
rect producers in agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and 
industry. Alliances also built on the strength of gen-
der equality and on recognizing and overcoming 
unjust power relations at all levels. It also includes 
the need for stronger regional and international 
cooperative arrangements to manage common 
and shared resources, such as cross-border water 
resources. Furthermore, international cooperation 
will promote the full mutual exchange of ideas, 
technologies, and expertise across all boundaries, 
as well as an open-minded dialogue between dif-
ferent cultures, based on mutual respect.   

5. Paths to transition 
Many people are involved in the practical creation 
of more sustainable industry, agriculture, forestry, 
and fishery as well as in the renewable energy 
sector. These initiatives within the system have 
furthermore created alliances with other sectors 
of society, trade unions, consumers, city dwellers, 
teachers, and researchers, all of whom are striving 
towards sustainable ways of life. 

United Nations (UN) and Conference of  
Parties (COP)

We need to address the UN negotiations on Cli-
mate Change, and the 15th Conference of Parties 
(COP15) on the UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC). The lessons from previ-
ous rounds of negotiations are not very promising. 
Despite the high-profile schemes for concerted 
action launched first in the 1992 Framework 
Convention on Climate Change of Rio de Janeiro 
and later in the 1997 Kyoto-protocol, results are 
meagre and the problems have not been solved. 
Indeed, it has worsened as the principles, targets, 
and timelines of both the Convention and the Pro-
tocol have made little headway.  



The same big corporate interests that are largely 
responsible for causing the climate crisis appear to 
have immense influence on climate policies at the 
national and global level. We strongly oppose this 
undemocratic influence of corporate lobbyism in 
the current COP-negotiations. Contrary to this, we 
call on states to put in place an appraisal mecha-
nism for all policies and policy instruments under 
the UNFCCC, to ensure inclusive and deliberative 
multi-stakeholder processes that repair existing 
inequalities, whether based on gender, colour, 
age, disability or other forms of discrimination in 
the COP-negotiations. We demand that COP15 
reach an agreement that will initiate the restora-
tion of the environmental, social, and economic 
balance of planet Earth by means that are envi-
ronmentally, socially, and economically sustainable 
and equitable, and finally come up with a legally 
binding treaty. 

Our demands

We are raising our voices to the leaders in the 
UNFCCC to put forward the people’s demands and 
alternatives.  

1. Phasing out fossil fuel: We call for a clear 
strategy for dismantling the fossil fuel era 
within the next 30 years, which must include 
specific milestones for every 5-year period. We 
demand an immediate cut in GHG emissions of 
industrialized countries of at least 40% com-
pared 1990 levels by 2020.

 2. Reparations and compensation for Climate 
Debt and crimes: We demand full reparations 
for southern countries and those impoverished 
by northern states, TNCs, and tax-haven in-
stitutions. By this, we partly address historical 
injustices associated to inequitable industrial-
ization and climate change, originating in the 
genocide of indigenous nations, transatlantic 
slave trade, colonial era, and invasions. This 
must be accompanied by an equally clear strat-
egy for compensating impoverished people for 
the climate and broader ecological debt owed 
by the enriched. A global and democratic fund 
should be established to give direct support to 
the victims of climate change. Developed coun-
tries must provide new, mandatory, adequate, 
and reliable financing as well as patent-free 
technologies so that developing countries can 
better adapt to adverse climate impacts and 
undertake emission reductions.  This would 

allow developing countries to play their part in 
curbing climate change, while still meeting the 
needs and aspirations of their people. Inter-
national financial institutions, donor agencies, 
and trade mechanisms should have no part in 
reparations.  

3. An immediate global ban on deforestation 
of primary forests and the parallel initiation 
of an ambitious global tree-planting program 
based on native and diverse species in part-
nership with indigenous peoples and forest-
dependent communities. Similarly, a ban on 
large-scale industrialized fishing methods and 
a return to primarily local and sustainable fish-
ing practices. Finally, a ban on land grabbing 
by foreign interests and the full acceptance of 
people’s sovereignty over natural resources.

4. We express strong opposition to purely 
market-oriented and technology-centred 
false and dangerous solutions put forward by 
many corporations, governments, and inter-
national financial institutions. These include 
nuclear energy, agro-fuels, carbon capture 
and storage, Clean Development Mechanisms, 
biochar, genetically “climate-readied” crops, 
geo-engineering, and reducing emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation (REDD) 
as currently defined by the UNFCCC. These only 
produce new environmental threats, without 
really solving the climate crisis. Carbon trading 
and offsetting are also false and unjust instru-
ments, because they treat a common planetary 
resource – the atmosphere – as a commodity 
that can be owned and traded. So far, the sys-
tem has not proven its merits, and by allowing 
rich countries to offset their reduction obliga-
tions, it has maintained this unjust and unsus-
tainable system.

5. Equitable tax on carbon emissions: Instead 
of the regime of tradable emission quotas 
we demand an equitable tax on carbon emis-
sions. Revenues from this carbon tax should 
be returned equitably to people, and a portion 
should be used to compensate and contribute 
to finance adaptation and mitigation. This is, 
however, not a substitute for repayment of 
already accumulated climate debt. This com-
pensation and funding should be unconditional 
and free of market mechanisms and financial 
institutions. Reduction of emissions must be 
strongly encouraged by a briskly increasing, 



transparent carbon tax, in addition to direct 
regulations to drive the phase-out of fossil 
fuels, while enabling safe, clean and renewable 
energy.

6. Multilateral institutions and TNCs: Unjust, 
unsustainable, and unaccountable global eco-
nomic and financial institutions like the WTO, 
the World Bank, the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), regional development banks, donor 
institutions, and trade agreements should be 
replaced by democratic and equitable insti-
tutions functioning in accordance with the 
United Nations Charter, that respect people’s 
sovereignty over resources, and promote soli-
darity between people and nations. A mecha-
nism for strict surveillance and control of the 
operations of TNCs should be created as well.

Finally, we commit ourselves to a full and active in-
volvement in carrying our sustainable transitions 
of our societies along the lines put forward in this 
Declaration. 
 

6. A global movement 
for sustainable tran-
sition 
Irrespective of the outcome of the Copenhagen 
Summit on Climate Change, there is an urgent 
need to build a global movement of movements 
dedicated to the long-term task of promoting a 
sustainable transition of our societies. Contrary 
to the prevailing power structures, this move-
ment must grow from the bottom and up. What is 
needed is a broad alliance of environmental move-
ments, social movements, trade unions, farmers, 
civil societies, and other aligned parties that can 
work together in everyday political struggle on the 
local as well as national and international level. 
Such an alliance entails at the same time the cre-
ation of a new mindset and of new types of social 
activisms, and must be capable not only of react-
ing to unsustainable practices, but also showing 
by example how a new sustainable economy can 
indeed function.  

We, participating peoples, communities, and social 
organizations at Klimaforum09 are all committed 

to build on the results achieved at this event in 
the further development of a global movement of 
movements.  

This Declaration aims to inspire the further devel-
opment of such a movement by pointing to the 
general direction in which we choose to move. To-
gether, we can make global transitions to sustain-
able future. Join us. 
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110  Fonden til Fremme af Blivende Økologisk  
 Balance, Danmark
111  Foreningen Makvärket, Danmark
112  Föreningen Ordfront, Sweden
113  Forum Maghrebin Pour Environnement et  
 developpement, Morocco
114  Forum maghrebin pour l’environment et  
 le developpement, Morocco
115  Foundations for Our New Alkebulan/Afrikan  
 Millennium (FONAMI), usa
116  Frie Bønder- Levende land, Denmark
117  Friends of Earth Flanders, Belgien
118  Friends of Earth Hungary, Hungary
119  Friends of the Earth, NAT, Brazil
120  Friends of the Earth-Philippines, Philippines
121  FSU  France
122  Fundacion IPADE, Spain
123  G-1 Billion, China
124  GARK, Sweden
125  Ghana Blogging Group, Ghana
126  Ghana Youth on Climate Change, Ghana
127 Global Action Group ( Kuresel Eylem Grubu),  
 Turkey
128  Global Climate Campaign, England
129  GNM Friends of the Earth- Belgium, Belgium
130  GNYCCC,Abibimman Foundation and AYICC,  
 Ghana
131  Göteborgs indiekör, Sweden
132  Grassroots Global Justice Alliance, USA
133  Green Map, Indonesia
134  Green Party of Turkey, Turkey
135  Green Students of Gothenburg, Sweden
136  Greenpeace India, India
137  Greenwich Environment Forum, England
138  Grupo de Beflex Burif, Argentina
139  Grupo de Reflexion Rural, Argentina
140  HADIS, TOGO
141  Hemispheric Social Aliance  Americas
142  Hyolmo Students’ Association of  
 Nepal, Nepal
143  IBON Europe, Belgium
144  IBON International, Philippines
145  IERPE, Belgium
146  Indian Social Action Forum (INSAF), India
147  Indigenous Permaculture de Aztlan, U.S.
148  Indonesian Civil Society Forum on Climate  
 Justice, Indonesia
149  INEX, Austria
150  Ingen manniska ar illegal, Sweden
151  INITIATIVES Inc.  Philippines
152  Institute of Environment and Water,  
 Nairobi, Kenya
153  Instituto de Permacultura de El Salvador  
 El Salvador, Central America

Preliminary list of organisations that have signed this declaration



154  Internasjonale Sosialister, Norge, Norway
155  International Child Solidarity, Denmark
156  International Indian Treaty Council,  
 International
157  International Institute for Art,  
 Culture and Democracy, India
158  International Oil Working Group, Canadian  
 Dimension, Ecosocialist International  
 Network, Capitalism Nature Socialism,  
 Canada
159  IPAM, France
160  Isis International, Regional (Philippine based)
161  Jaivik Kheti Abhiyan, India
162  JATAM, Indonesia
163  Jeunes Volontaires pour l’Environnement,  
 Togo
164  Jeunes volontaires pour l’environnement  
 RDCongo, République Démocratique du C 
 ongo
165  Jewish vegetarians of North America, USA
166  JNM, Belgium
167  Jubilee South, Global South
168  Jubileo Sur/Americas, Latin America &  
 Carribean
169  JustEnvironment, USA
170  Kartell Agite, Germany
171  Kenya Debt Relief Network (KENDREN),  
 Kenya
172  Klimapiraten, Germany
173  Klimapiraten, Denmark
174  Klimataktion, Sweden
175  KMS Belgium, Belgium
176  Kreti & Pleti, Sweden
177  K-værk, denmark
178  Laboratorio Corsaro, Italy
179  Land For Peace SA, South Africa
180  Landsforeningen Økologisk Byggeri, Danmark
181  Latinamerikagrupperna, Sweden
182  LEDARS, Bangladesh
183  Legal Rights and Natural Resources  
 Center-Kasama sa Kalikasan, Philippines
184  Legal Rights and Natural Resources  
 Center-Kasama sa Kalikasan/Friends of the  
 Earth-Philippines, Philippines
185  LEGAMBIENTE LIGURIA, ITALIA
186  Les Jeunes Verts, France
187  Les Verts Bretagne (Brittany Greens), France
188  Links International Journal of Socialist  
 Renewal, Australia
189  Lions bay BC, Canada
190  Marcha Mundial de las Mujeres/ World March  
 of Women/ Marche Mondiale des Femmes  
 international movement
191  McGregor Alternative Technology Centre,  
 South Africa
192  Medialdea Ata Bello Guevarra & Suarez Law  
 Partnership, Philippines
193  Mightysociety, The Netherlands
194  Miljöförbundet Jordens Vänner - Friends of  
 The Earth Sweden, Sweden
195  Miljøpunkt Nørrebro, Denmark
196  Mouvement Utopia, France
197  Movement Generation: Justice and Ecology  
 Project, USA
198  Mykorhizza.se, Sweden
199  Ñaa te Kuni, México
200  National Association of Professional  

 Environmentalists (NAPE) - Uganda, Uganda
201  National Forum of Forest People & Forest  
 Workers, India
202  Nätverket för Gemensam Välfärd (Network  
 for Common Welfare), Sweden
203  Navdanya, India
204  Netherlands Philippine Solidaritymovement  
 Netherlands
205  NeverEndingFood, Malawi
206  Newtimes, Nigeria
207  No borders, uk
208  NOAH, Friends of the Earth Denmark,  
 Denmark
209  Nolager, Bremen, Germany
210  Nordbruk Via Campesina, Sweden
211  North East Peoples Alliance, North East India
212  North South XXI, Switzerland
213  Noya, Germany
214  Okani, Cameronn
215  Our Street Project, UK
216  P3 Permaculture Design, Canada
217  Parti Sosialis Malaysia (PSM), Malaysia
218  Pasifika Foundation Hawaii, USA
219  Patatopia Academy, Belgium / Poland
220  People & Planet, UK
221  Peoples’ Movement on Climate Change  
 (PMCC), Philippines
222  Permacultura America Latina - PAL, USA
223  Permaculture Association (Britain),  
 United Kingdom
224  Permaculture Institute USA, USA
225  Permaculture international, denmark
226  Permakultur Danmark, Denmark
227  Pesticide Action Network Asia and th Pacific/ 
 Peoples Movement on Climate Change   
 Malaysia
228  Philippine Youth Environmental Network,  
 MRP Green Project, Philippines
229  plan3 Art & Innovation, Sweden
230  Planka.nu, Sweden
231  Pro Planeta, Brazil
232  Progressive Democrats of America, USA
233  Projecto270, Portugal
234  Rådet for Bæredygtig Trafik, Denmark
235  Real Green, Sweden
236  Red Mexicana de Acción frente al Libre  
 Comercio (RMALC), México
237  Red Mexicana de Afectados por la  
 Mineria-REMA, Mexico
238  Refoundation Communist Party, Italy
239  RESCOPE PROGRAMME, Malawi
240  River Basin Friends, India’s North East
241  Rødt/The party Red, Norway
242  ROOTS FOR EQUITY/PMCC, PAKISTAN
243  Rural Volunteer Centre  Assam, India
244  SAL-Svecic, Sweden / Peru
245  sao francisco site, brazil
246  SAVE OUR PLANET EARTH(SOPE), Uganda
247  SCI Italy, France
248  SEEDS - social ecology education and  
 demonstration school, USA
249  Servizo Civile Internazionale - Itali, Italy
250  Sierra Club, USA
251  Siti Maemunah, Indonesia
252  Skällinge landsbynät, Sweden
253  Socia Landscape Project, USA

254  Solidarité, France
255  Solidarity Sweden - Latin America, Sweden
256  sos rassismus deutschweiz, Switzerland
257  South Durban Community Environmental  
 Alliance, South Africa
258  Southport Friends of the Earth, England
259  Southwest Workers Union, USA
260  Spire, Norway
261  Sudanese Environment Conservation  
 Society/ PMCC, Sudan
262  SUSZLON Foundation, India
263  Systembolaget, Sweden
264  Terra Commons, USA
265  The Board of Klimaforum09, Denmark
266  The Climate Movement of Denmark, Denmark
267  The Danish Society for A Living Sea, Denmark
268  The Lia Fund, United States
269  Tibet Third Pole, Denmark
270  Trade Strategy Group, South Africa
271  Transnational Institute, International
272  Turkish Youth Initiative on Climate change,  
 Turkey
273  Tuvalu delegation, Poland
274  Ung  Vänster, (Falun, Dalarna, Falun,  
 Gävleborg, Sandviken, Dalarna), Sweden
275  Uniendo Esfuerzos por una Sociedad  
 Sustentable (UNES), El Salvador
276  Urgence Climatique Justice Sociale (UCJS) , 
 France
277  Utrikespolitiska foreningen Uppsala, Sweden
278  Vänsterpartiet Falun, Sweden
279  Visions Solidaires, TOGO
280  War on Want, UK
281  WE DEMAND REPARATIONS Campaign, united  
 capitalist prison states of america
282  West County Toxics Coallition, USA
283  Wise Earth Publishers, USA
284  Women for Peace, Germany
285  Women´s Internationel League for Peace and  
 Freedom, International
286  Women’s Initiatives for Society, Culture, and  
 Environment, (WISE) Inc, Philippines
287  World Rainforest Movement / Movimento  
 Mundial por los Bosques, Global
288  World Temperate Rainforest Network, USA
289  WWOOF.org, Sweden
290  Yellow Dirt, Denmark
291  Young greens of turkey, turkey
292  yourclimate.tv, USA
293  Zukunftskonvent, Germany
294 Danish Cuban Association, Denmark
295 United Network Of International Youth for  
 Development and Peace, Ghana
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